CORONAVIRUS UNCOVERS ROTHSCHILD LORD PIRBRIGHT AS KEY TO THE 140-YR. PILGRIMS SOCIETY MONOPOLY OVER WORLD CULTURE, COMMERCE & WAR

The British Crown and the C.I.A. teamed up treasonously via QinetiQ Group Plc controlled by the Monarch Lord Pirbright (Rothschild) and his banker cousins at N.M. Rothschild & Co. were godfathers of the 2nd Boer War concentration camps (1899–1902) to drive the French, Dutch and Germans out of South Africa

New Evidence: Leading London Jews were running the first modern war concentration camps where over 60,000 whites and blacks died, including more than 14,000 mostly white children who were subjected to Burroughs Wellcome & Co. (now Wellcome Trust—Coronavirus funder and GlaxoSmithKline) vaccine experiments

These Privy Council and Parliamentary records have been discovered after much difficulty and missing documents
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SENIOR EXECUTIVE SERVICE (SES) HIJACKED THE INTERNET

DEEP STATE
SHADOW GOVERNMENT
POSTER

LEGEND: Some corruptocratic photos in this blog contain a stylized Christian Celtic Wheel Cross in the background alongside the text "Corruption Central" meaning we have put the person's conduct under the microscope and discovered that he or she is at the center of global corruption. Judge Amy Berman Jackson asserts that it is unambiguously (to her anyway) a rifle cross hair. This shows her woeful ignorance of theology, history, symbology and engineering. It could be many things, but she clearly wanted to see a rifle sight (ask her about her role in Fast and Furious gun running). Others assert equally ignorantly that it is a pagan or white supremacist symbol. This stylized Christian Chi-Rho Cross dates to 312 A.D. when Emperor Constantine adopted the symbol after his history-changing "By this sign, you shall conquer" vision on the Milvian Bridge. A similar Wheel Cross form was widely used in Ireland by the eighth century. The triple entendre indicates that the person's corrupt life, when studied under a microscope, has been found wanting, but that there is hope in Christ if the person repents from his or her wicked ways. It triples as a reticle or graticule built into all sorts of eyepieces in microscopes, oscilloscopes, surveying instruments, astronomy optics, precision pointers, binoculars, etching equipment, and yes, gun sights, but also computer mouse pointers! Therefore, to claim that it could only mean a gun sight, as Judge Jackson did, is truly ignorant. As shown, it is a call to prayer and repentance based upon microscopic observation of the corruptocrat's conduct. For Judge Jackson to use her ignorance of this symbol as the excuse to gag Roger Stone’s FREE SPEECH right to defend himself is heinous abuse of authority. Chief Justice John Roberts should censor her immediately. Patriots must demand it.

Bookmark: #stand-with-roger-stone

Michael McKibben EXPO

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2020/02/coronavirus-uncovers-rothschild-lord.html
Fig. 1—Henry (Rothschild) de Worms 1st Baron Pilbright (1840-1903), also called Lord Pirbright, Baron Pirbright's grandfather was Schönher Jeannette Rothschild (1771–1859). Her father was Mayer Amschel Rothschild (1744–1812), the founder of the Rothschild colonial banking business in Ceylon; where Lord Pilbright's father Solomon de Worms established the "Rothschild coffee and tea plantation with slave, and nearly slave labor. Pirbright grew up in Ceylon on "The Rothschild Plantation" where they grew coffee and tea sold through their Rothschild-financed British East India Company. At age 45, Baron Pirbright became the British minister of trade and colonies (1885-1892). During those years just prior to the founding of the Pilgrims Society in 1902, Lord Pirbright promoted Cecil Rhodes, N.M. Rothschild, Alfred Milner and John Buchan in the Boer Wars. He also oversaw the British patent office where Nikola Tesla began filing his wireless telegraphy patents. Regarding Pirbright, secretly allowed the British Admiralty and Post Office to steal from Tesla using Guglielmo Marconi as their fake inventor and make monopolistic deals with Marconi Wireless. Pirbright also coached Henry S. Wellcome and Sir Henry M. Stanley in their rapacious acquisition of valuable African poisons and cures used in extensive vaccine experimentation on human beings—including black and Boer (German, Dutch and French) prisoners they had put in concentration camps and performed fatal Wellcome Trust drug experiments. Pirbright gave Cecil Rhodes an almost free hand in the British South Africa Company to write laws, collect taxes and run his own police force in their new British Imperial-Fascist Corporatism model for reorganizing the British Empire while continuing to control the resources of their colonies, even after Home Rule was implemented (like Rio Tinto - global mining company [including uranium] that is also a Rothschild creation for the British Crown that the Monarch controls to this day), Viscount Alfred Milner, co-founder of the Pilgrims Society, was Rio Tinto chairman from 1923-1925, and earlier a director for many years.

Base Photo: National Portrait Gallery; Fair Use; Educational purposes only.

ORIGINAL POST

Reader Notice: This is a long post that is chock full of evidence, some emerging on the world for the first time in over 100 years. Sorry, the emerging evidence demanded it!

One thing is now certain, history has hidden the Pilgrims Society's demonic activity since before 1902 when it was founded in London during the funeral of Queen Victoria, and then 1903 when it was started in New York.

One teaser is the first chairman of the Pilgrims Society in New York on Jul. 11, 1903, attorney Lindsay Russell, became the first chairman of the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) in 1918. Indeed, the Pilgrims created and direct the CFR, to this day.

The discovery, announced last week by Francis A. Boyle, the author of the Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of 1989 (BWATA), international law professor, indicates that the University of North Carolina was involved in prohibited bio warfare activity that helped cause the Coronavirus outbreak in China. This information adds further validity to the ultimate British origins of the Coronavirus. Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation—substantial Pirbright Institute funders—including their Rockefeller family—also heavily finance research at the University of North Carolina. Please return several times over the next days to pick up the new evidence.

Bookmark: #coronavirus-bioweapon https://tinyurl.com/s32k9b6

Click PLAY button to begin this video (which was just censored on Vimeo, Mar. 04, 2020)

ROGER STONE SPEAKS: On Nov. 18, 2017, Twitter censored New York Times best-selling author Roger Stone completely. Every red-blooded American should be outraged. Republican, Democrat and Independent alike. If Roger's voice is silenced today, yours is next. We must break this embargo. Click here to read and share Roger's latest perspectives on the Battle for our Republic, including his responses to his critics (who have not been censored).

Pay-to-Play New World Order

This timeline shows how insiders sell access & manipulate politicians, police, intelligence, judges and media to keep their secrets. Clintons, Obamas, Summers were paid in cash for outlandish speaking fees and Foundation donations. Sycophant judges, politicians, academics, bureaucrats and media were fed tips to mutual funds tied to insider stocks like Facebook. Risk of public exposure, blackmail, pedophilia, "snuff parties" (ritual child sexual abuse and murder) and Satanism have ensured silence among pay-to-play beneficiaries. The U.S. Patent Office is their toy box from which to steal new ideas.
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(FEB. 20, 2020)—Once we discovered that the Coronavirus was created and patented (U.S. Pat. No. 10,130,701) by “The Pirbright Institute, Woking, Pirbright, Surrey,” we were compelled to learn more about this Pirbright organization and the village of Pirbright. See previous post.

One of our conclusions from this investigation is that The Pirbright Institute is very evidently part of the Pilgrims Society’s 200-year Rhodes-ian plan to create an unelected one-world government where America is made subservient to the Pilgrims Society and its United Nations. As we are just now discovering, Rhodes had a mentor for his 200-year plan.

As a direct result of investigations to track down the ownership of responsibility for the current Coronavirus outbreak, a new ring leader in the creation of the Pilgrims Society (1902) has just emerged from hiding in the history books.

The tracing of patent ownership lineage of “U.S. Pat. No. 10,130,701, Coronavirus” led us to The Pirbright Institute, Surrey, UK, near Woking and Guildford.
The man who appears to be the Pilgrims Society nexus point is not Cecil Rhodes, but rather Rhodes’ Rothschild family mentor Henry (Rothschild) de Worms, 1st Baron Pirbright, sometimes referenced simply as “Lord Pirbright” or “Baron Pirbright.”

The topic “Pirbright” has many tentacles.

PIRBRIGHT—PRONOUNCED "PURR-BRIGHT" AS IN A CAT PURRING

We’ll start with the name “Pirbright.”

On the surface, Pirbright is a posh little English village in the Greater West London county of Surrey, less than 6 miles southwest of Woking and 7 miles northwest of Guildford.

However, literal Frankensteins lurk in Pirbright’s meadows.

The Pirbright Institute is a research institute in Surrey, England, dedicated to the study of infectious diseases of farm animals. It is located on 200 acres of land controlled by the British Ministry of Defense (MOD), just south of the village of Pirbright.

The Pirbright Institute has close affiliations with vaccine pharmaceuticals including British Merial (originally a joint...
venture between drug companies U.S. Merck and French Sanofi-Aventis), German Boehringer Ingelheim, British Wellcome Trust, and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. Wellcome Trust and the Gates Foundation are the two largest investors in pharma research on the planet and heavily fund The Pirbright Institute.

Notably, Merial operated a vaccine manufacturing plant at The Pirbright Institute and was responsible for the **Aug. 03, 2007** outbreak of foot and mouth disease in the nearby farms around the Pirbright facility in Surrey, UK.

The investigation into Merial cited extreme sloppiness such as bio security lapses, poor drainage systems, poor maintenance and inspection, poor communications, lack of oversight of contractors working on the site, poor record-keeping, conflicts of interest within the government entities and Merial’s commercial interests.

Merial and its key shareholder, the French company Sanofi, were together acquired by German Boehringer Ingelheim on **Jan. 03, 2017**.

Merial was founded in the UK on **Mar. 07, 1997** through the merger of the animal health businesses of Merck and Rhone Merieuxm (also named Sanofi-Aventis) and is one of the top 10 players in the UK pharmaceuticals industry. They operate in more than 150 countries, employ more than 5,000 people, and boasted 2007 sales of £1.1billion.

**On Feb. 09, 2017**, Boehringer Ingelheim bought Merial-Sanofi and continues to operate Merial’s vaccine manufacturing facilities at The Pirbright Institute.
Merial’s Chinese facility appears to have relied upon the bioweaponry science and engineering from Merial’s British facility which was the Aug. 05, 2007 foot and mouth outbreak in the U.K. Given current Chinese prohibition of foreign ownership control, the Chinese government would control Merial (China) with the The Pirbright Institute—British Ministry of Defense, and/or the USPTO fraud invalidates everything SERCO and QinetiQ? Question: When is the U.S. Patent Office going to disclose its fraud and treason in contracting with British Crown companies SERCO and QinetiQ? Doesn’t the USPTO fraud invalidate everything they’ve done since contracting with SERCO in 2006, 2013, 2015. Currently, individual U.S. inventors filing for patents are screwed by this Pilgrims Society global patent theft ring run by the British. On Oct. 12, 2009, Merial invested over $70 million (US) to build a “Merial Animal Health Co. (China)” 50,000 sq. meters poultry vaccine production plant in Nanchang, China. Nanchang is only a four hour drive from Wuhan.

Street banker has gone to jail since 2008. Click here to read her article “Everybody hates whistleblowers.” Examiner.com, Apr. 10, 2012. Here’s an excerpt:

"Skilful manipulation of the firm’s extensive media connections allows Gibson Dunn to promote their causes, while simultaneously smearing their opponents and silencing embarrassing news coverage."

This statement followed right after Davis cited Facebook’s chief inside counsel in the Leader v. Facebook case, Theodore Ulliot, who appears to have helped lead the Leader v. Facebook judicial corruption. Interesting word choices associated with Gibson Dunn LLP: manipulation, smear. Attorneys swear a solemn oath to act morally, ethically, and in support of democratic principles. They promise to conduct themselves in a manner than instills confidence among the citizenry in the rule of law and the judicial system. These promises appear to be meaningless. Click here for a PDF version of Julie Davis’ article.

On Oct. 12, 2009, Merial Animal Health Limited (50% owned by U.S. Merck) was sold to French Sanofi on Jul. 30, 2009; then three months later on Oct. 12, 2009, built a $70 million production plant named Merial Animal Health Co., Ltd. (Nanchang, China); then sold to German Boehringer Ingelheim GMBH on Feb. 09, 2017), but still produces poultry vaccines from their 12-acre plant having retained the name Merial Animal Health Co., Ltd. (China) - just a 4 hour drive from Wuhan, China. Map of The Pirbright Institute, Pirbright, Surrey, UK.

Note, Pilgrims Society at the BBC and Reuters are floating a malicious "false flag" propaganda currently from unattributed assertions that the Pirbright Coronavirus patent is a different, weakened coronavirus, not the one involved in the current outbreak. Such an assertion would violate U.S. Patent Office "inequitable conduct" rules—lying to the Office. See sidebar on right. In other words, you are forbidden from giving a patent application a misleading name. Indeed, there are currently 75 patents with coronavirus in the title, The Coronavirus patent is one of 11 patents awarded to The Pirbright Institute. These titles described the uniqueness of each claim (a requirement). For The Pirbright Institute U.S. Pat. No. 10,130,701 to be allowed the name simply "CORONAVIRUS" means what it says. Also remember, British SERCO manages the patent approval process at the U.S. Patent Office, the possibility of fraud is heightened, especially considering that SERCO’s sister company QinetiQ—both controlled by the Monarch’s Golden Share giving 100% power over operations—essentially approved the patent to themselves. This is evident fraud.
QinetiQ as possible minority stockholders. The big pharma shell game is quite evident.

Henry (Rothschild) de Worms, 1st Baron Pirbright evidently had a vision to combine vaccines, wireless, propaganda, mind control and banking and use these technologies to control the masses and make money for his Pilgrims Society conspirators.

WHAT DO VACCINES & THE WIRELESS EARTHSTATION TELEPORT AT PIRBRIGHT HAVE IN COMMON?

On the same property as The Pirbright Institute is Cobbett Hill Earthstation—a satellite teleport that boasts “more than 25 antennas with active operations on 13 satellites” using C and KU-band antennas that are powerful enough for directed energy weaponry.

A little further north of the village is the Army Training Center (ATC) Pirbright. The British Army trains new recruits, including in intelligence and bio-warfare.

Experts in electronic warfare who have studied the Pirbright property footprint believe it is almost certain that both
the Pirbright Institute and the adjacent Cobbett Hill Earthstation teleport share "hardened" underground facilities that are able to withstand direct attacks. This conclusion was further affirmed by CETel GMBH CEO Guido Neumann who boasted on Jun. 01, 2019:

"Cobbett Hill is located only 25 miles from central London in the UK, and occupies a seven-acre secure compound on 200 acres of land. Currently, it houses more than 25 antennas with active operations on 13 satellites plus spare capacity enabling quick turnaround times on even short-notice customer requirements. Due to the locations historical use by the British Ministry of Defence it has blanket planning permission for unlimited antenna installations within the 200 acres and operate within an RF exclusion zone preventing any local interference."

Trigger words projecting secret underground government and conspiring-corporate activity: "quick turnaround times," "blanket planning permission," "unlimited antenna installations within the 200 acres," "RF exclusion zone preventing local interference," "seven acres on 200 acres," and "historical use by the British Ministry of Defence."

On Nov. 11, 2002, this MOD property housing both the Pirbright Institute and Cobbett Hill Earthstation was sold to QinetiQ Holdings Limited. The British Monarch held a "Special Share" (aka "Golden Share") giving it complete control of QinetiQ.

Then, in 2004 Qinetiq "sold" Cobbett Hill according to official Parliamentary debate records. See Footnote 1 for QinetiQ Annual Reports (2002-2019).
In a now familiar globalist shell games like we just examined with the pharmaceutical companies operating at The Pirbright Institute property, the Cobbett Hill Earthstation satellite facility was first “privatized” by QinetiQ in 2004.

We think this "sale" of a key British MOD facility at Cobbett Hill Earthstation was window dressing to hide their biological and electronic warfare activities occurring on its "secure" Pirbright property. Notably, Cobbett Hill part of the quarantined hot zone in the 2007 foot and mouth outbreak, as the effluent from Merial flowed south over Cobbett Hill.

Back in 1991, Sir John R. Chisholm had been asked by the Ministry of Defence to combine the government’s many research organizations into one which became the Defence Evaluation and Research Agency (DERA).

On Nov. 08, 2002, Chisholm spun off ¾ of DERA to form QinetiQ, then became a director two years later. Timewise, this was concurrent with the creation of SERCO Service Inc. as a Monarch-controlled data, intelligence, propaganda and information monolith.

On Mar. 10, 2003, Chisholm was appointed a director of QinetiQ—the entity he created two years earlier!

On Dec. 08, 2005, QinetiQ Holdings Limited was renamed QinetiQ Group Plc.

Today, approximately 164 subsidiaries now carry “QinetiQ” in their names, or former names, including Perspecta, IntrinsiQ, Gyldan (formerly QinetiQ Partnership Finance Ltd.), F. Miller and Commerce Decisions.

In 2004, QinetiQ ostensibly sold the satellite teleport on the 174-acre MOD Pirbright property to Cobbett Hill Earthstation Limited.
Records are unclear how The Pirbright Institute property was bundled into the sale or leasing to QinetiQ. We think it was and that the entire satellite and biomedical animal-testing facility was all part of the same MOD activity to obfuscate and hide their illegal activities on the entire 200 acres.

The entire DERA-to-QinetiQ transaction is shrouded in British government secrecy, but one thing is certain: the Monarch’s Golden Share has powerful preemptive rights and “clawback” options over all property in the United Kingdom. The Monarch’s Golden Share is a super veto power over all activities of the company. This “Special Share” gave the Monarch 100% control of selected corporations after “divestiture” or “privatization” which was window dressing to make these companies look private, but to keep them controlled by the Monarchy and the Privy Council.

In like manner, we do not believe the 200-acre Cobbett Hill Pirbright property ever moved outside the control of the Ministry of Defence after the creation of QinetiQ. Instead, they merely changed the logos on their staff shirts to look like they are privately held.

On Jun. 24, 2019, just last summer, Cobbett Hill ostensibly sold itself to CETel GMBH (Central European Telecom Services). Four months later, on Sep. 19, 2019, Aksiom Group Limited combined CETel GMBH with Axesat to and funded AXESS Networks.

Aksiom’s American chairman and founder, Christopher James Picotte, sits on the boards of numerous companies with direct ties to the British Crown, including Centrica Plc valued at £5.1b (2019).
Picotte has direct linking relationships with Sir Roy Gardner, chairman of SERCO Group Plc through a now typical shell game of shell companies with no activity.

For example, Picotte is a director of Aksiom Group Holdings Limited that formed AXESS Networks in order to acquire CETel GMBH that had just a few months earlier had acquired Cobbett Hill Earthstation Limited.

Aksiom-AXESS's director-funder Picotte is also a director of North Sea Infrastructure Partners Limited. One of North Sea's directors is Centrica Nominees No. 2. Limited, whose sole owner is GB Gas Holdings Limited. A founding director of GB Gas in 1996 is Sir Roy Alan Gardner, the current chairman of SERCO Group Plc.

Sir Roy's other directorships make it quit clear that his task in the Privy Council was to consolidate ALL electronic warfare capability in the British government under SERCO and QinetiQ.
Sir Roy A. Gardner was Centrica Plc chairman with Picotte.

Gardner is also the current chairman of SERCO Group Plc. SERCO’s CEO is Rupert Soames. Soames’ name appears in pedophile Jeffrey Epstein’s little black book. SERCO is also controlled by the Monarch’s Golden Share. [CITE].

THE UNITED STATES HAS BEEN BOARDED BY BRITISH PIRATES

As we showed in our previous post, available here, SERCO has been awarded almost $10 billion in from the U.S. Patent Office, FEMA, OMB, Navy SPAWAR, OPM, State Department, DoD, Army, Navy, FAA, FEC, etc. In short, America’s ship has already been boarded by British pirates in defense, space and technology projects by a Pilgrim’s Society-complicit Senior Executive Services (SES).

We were shocked to discovered that QinetiQ has an almost equal number of U.S. contracts.

QinetiQ has received over $8.5 billion U.S. federal contracts. (PDF) | Excel-downloads directly to your
SERCO has received over $9.5 billion U.S. federal contracts. [PDF](https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2020/02/coronavirus-uncovers-rothschild-lord-2020.html) | [Excel](https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2020/02/coronavirus-uncovers-rothschild-lord-2020.html)
downloads directly to your Downloads folder).

**THE COMMON AGENDA AMONG PIRBRIGHT, ROTHSCHILD, WELLCOME, RHODES, MILNER, MARCONI, PILGRIMS?**

*On Nov. 15, 1895, Henry De Worms (1840-1903) was appointed to be 1st Baron Pirbright, of Pirbright, County of Surrey (UK)—the current site of The Pirbright Institute and Cobbett Hill Earthstation teleport.*

*On Oct. 03, 1893, Lord Pirbright inherited a substantial sum in those days—about £350,000—as residuary legatee of his mother Henrietta Samuel’s estate. He used these funds to fund great mischief,* including purchasing the land in the greater Pirbright area on land that today houses MOD (Ministry of Defense) facilities associated with British Defence Evaluation and Research Agency (DERA), including The Pirbright Institute, essentially controlled by the Wellcome Trust and Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation—two key funders of the Pirbright Institute along with U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), and Cobbett Hill Earthstation, that are both adjacent to the Army Training Center - Pirbright land acquired by the Army in about 1875.

Lord Pirbright also bankrolled Henry Wellcome’s meteoric rise in the pharmaceutical business as well as Sir Henry M. Stanley’s expeditions to Africa to collect new cures and poisons for Henry Wellcome, as well as secure west African mining rights for Belgium King Leopold II, the British South Africa Company and his protégés Cecil...
Rhodes, Alfred Milner, N.M. Rothschild & Sons, Winston Churchill and John Buchan, among others.

Henry (Rothschild) De Worms, First Baron Pirbright’s paternal grandmother was Schônche Jeannette Rothschild (1771-1859). Jeannette’s father, Pirbright’s great grandfather, was Mayer Amschel Rothschild (1744-1812)—the founder of Rothschild banking. See Dic. of Nat. Bio (1914), pp. 495-496, 51 MB (be patient when downloading).

A young Henry de Worms lived his early years on the family coffee, tea and spice plantation in Ceylon actually named “Rothschild.” This bound the de Worms to the rapacious imperialism of the British East India Company that the Rothschilds bankrolled. *The Jewish Chronicle (London)*, Jan. 20, 1903 (9.6 MB).

Indeed, Pirbright led Britain’s imperial trading empire when he was Parliamentary Secretary to the Board of Trade (1885-88), and Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies (1888-92) under Lord Salisbury.

For context, on the Board of Trade, Henry (Rothschild) De Worms 1st Baron Pirbright was succeeded by political Zionist **Lord Balfour** (1899-1929). Balfour was also President of the Board of Trade with Sydney Buxton (2nd Governor General of the British South Africa Company) and future prime ministers Churchill and Lloyd George.

Balfour was the author of the **Balfour Declaration** letter to Baron **Lionel W. Rothschild** (Pirbright’s cousin and fellow leader of the London Jewish community, and the funder of **Cecil Rhodes**, British South Africa Company and De Beers Consolidated Mines in Cape Colony, South Africa). Balfour’s letter called for a Jewish homeland in Palestine. In 1902-1905, Bonar Law took the same post and later became privy councillor (1911), British war cabinet during WWI (1916-1918), and later prime minister (1922-1923).
On the colonial post, succeeding Pirbright was Sydney Buxton (1892-1895). Nineteen years later as President of the Board of Trade (1914), Buxton championed the Marconi Wireless monopoly as a cabinet secretary that Pirbright had earlier helped create by supporting Marconi’s theft by the Post Office and Admiralty of Nikola Tesla’s wireless telegraphy patents.

Also succeeding Pirbright in the colonial post was Winston Churchill (1905-1908). Churchill had also held Buxton’s post as President of the Board of Trade (1908-1910).

LORDS
PIRBRIGHT AND SALISBURY
EXPLOITED AN
AILING QUEEN VICTORIA IN THE 1880-90’s

Henry (Rothschild) De Worms and Lord Salisbury subdued the British Parliament in the 1880-90’s to promote the Boer Wars in the Transvaal, South Africa to, among other things: (1) crush the stiff colonial business competition from the German Hanseatic League, Dutch East India Company and the French East India Company, (2) to further consolidate the Rothschild monopoly over the Bank of England, (3) monopolize African mining through Cecil Rhodes, N.M. Rothschild and De Beers, as the way to finance, (4) a new privatized, imperial corporatist-
fascist model for the British Empire named the British South Africa Company, (5) recruit new blood into this ruthless elitist club by funding Rhodes Scholarships at Oxford in perpetuity.

Rhodes established The Round Table to promote this "English-speaking" hegemony over the the world. His new club of self-aggrandizing elitist - Robber barons (including Americans) was a moral grab bag of ideas that borrowed from John Ruskin's settlement movement ideas where elites would rule over socialist/communist communities as overlords, dispensing their wisdom over the hapless masses in their charge. Tellingly, the leaders of the 2nd Boer War, Viscount Alfred Milner and General Lord Roberts, were Ruskin fans. Also tellingly, Ruskin eschewed spirituality and religion until late in life.

The Round Table organized as a secret society that borrowed Jesuit stealth takeover processes to hide their hegemonic intentions. With Rhodes' blessing, they employed any tactic needed to acquire the resources to achieve their 200-year imperial corporatist-fascist goals "...(3) The seizure of the wealth necessary."

On 13 March 1888, Rhodes launched De Beers Consolidated Mines where Rhodes was first chairman, with funding from N.M. Rothschild & Sons supplied in 1887.

In 1888, Queen Victoria appointed Baron Henry De Worms to the Privy Council. His barony was extinguished upon his death since he had no male heirs. However, he appears to have given away his land holdings to the Ministry of Defence which had been under his authority.

On Dec. 20, 1889, De Worms, Rothschild and Salisbury supported the formation of an autonomous British South Africa Company to enable Cecil J. Rhodes to form a replacement corporatist (Robber baron) model to replace the British East India Company. In this model the...
lower classes would be ruled under socialism and culled with eugenics (war, poison vaccines, man-made disasters) while the upper class rulers would live lives of luxury under the British peerage system. In their system, free thinking could not be tolerated, therefore, the Judeo-Christian ethic of free will would have to be neutralized or abolished. According to Rhodes’ 200-year plan, these commercial princes would operate as a secret society and use Jesuit stealth tactics to lie, cheat and steal to achieve their plan. Rhodes encouraged them that the resources to achieve this plan must be acquired at any cost.

The British South Africa Company would empower Rhodes to run South Africa as a corporation with its own laws, taxes and police force. This profligate governance model eventually led to Milner and Roberts establishing the world’s first concentrations camps in the 2nd Boer War. Over 60,000 souls, including 14,000 children were murdered in these barbaric camps via suspicious outbreaks of measles, typhoid and dysentry. Family sniffs were taken away from their parents and never returned, presumed murdered. Notably, Henry Wellcome supplied his medicine chests full of experimental vaccines to the British Army that were used in these death camps.

The British acknowledge that the concentration camps helped break the backs of the Boers and led to their defeat. This ghoulish model was repeated by Adolf Hitler thirty years later.

The lionized British explorer Sir Henry M. Stanley is buried in Pirbright. His legend says he explored “Darkest Africa” and allegedly said upon encountering missionary David Livingstone who he was searching for: “Mr. Livingstone, I presume.” Given our new information into the propaganda surrounding Stanley, we are wondering if any of this is true. It may have just been a tall tale.
that sold a lot of newspapers. It may have been a learning lesson for newspapermen that they could make up stories out of whole-cloth and the public would believe them unquestioningly.

In 1874, Stanley’s second African expedition was finance by two newspapers, The New York Herald and Britain’s Daily Telegraph. The Daily Telegraph’s editor, Edward Levy Lawson, later Lord Burnham was a weekend party friend of de Worms. Lord Burnham later co-founded the Pilgrims Society (1902), then was chairman of the First Imperial Press Conference, 1909 where he co-founded the Empire Press Union, then immediately helped found British MI6, MI5 and GC&CS, now GCHQ)—again, the last three events all in the summer of 1909.

Henry Wellcome told the story of Stanley’s use of his medicine chests full of experimental vaccines in his The Evolution of Journalism Etcetera (pp. 150, 151, 291) that he presented to the 650 newspapermen delegates at the First Imperial Press Conference, 1909. In that conference he asked the delegates to repeat Stanley’s efforts to collect toxins, cures and poisons and he would reimburse them to be sent to his Wellcome laboratories in the UK for analysis.

Wellcome helped finance Stanley’s expeditions. Stanely also helped Belgium’s Prince Leopold II secure the Congo for the Rothschilds and De Beers’ diamond and gold interests.

Fig. 22—Henry Solomon Wellcome (an American) founded the Wellcome Trust and Wellcome Burroughs & Co. pharmaceuticals and chemicals company (now GlaxoSmithKline). Promoted fascist imperialism. Co-founded the Pilgrims Society (1902). Bankrolled The First Imperial Press Conference, 1909, Co-founded the Empire Press Union (1909) and British MI6, MI5 and GC&CS now GCHQ from newspapermen of the Empire.

Wellcome published A Parliament of the Press (248 pgs.) within weeks of the end of the First Imperial Press Conference, 1909. It was distributed to the 650 newspapermen, some of whom had just been recruited as spies for the newly forming MI6, MI5 and GC&CS agencies in the summer of 1909. It was not the only book lavished upon the delegates. Wellcome lavishly wired and dined the delegates and distributed at the Conference pro-fascist imperialism, pro-vaccine, pro-propaganda, and pro-censorship Etcetera (371 pgs.) and Imperial Press Conference, Scoenier Guide to London (653 pgs.).

The Wellcome Trust today is the second largest grant funder in the world, second only to the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation with whom the Wellcome Trust is teamed at The Pirbright Institute.
Wellcome and Stanley were both born promoters who used the corridors of power to secure their wealth and influence. Wellcome Trust today is the second largest grant-maker in the world after The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.

Now we must return to Wellcome’s, Rhodes’s, Milner’s, Robert’s and Stanley’s Parliamentary sponsor Henry de Worms 1’s Baron Pirbright.

In his powerful positions at the Board of Trade and as overseer of the Colonies, De Worms was responsible for all patents and trademarks.

During this time, a bright young Serbian-born inventor named Nicholai Tesla was inventing wireless telegraphy, electric light, motors, power and free energy devices. His first patent, for an electric arc lamp, was awarded on Sep. 02, 1886 30, 1884. (De Worms assumed control of the Board if Trade in 1885).

Therefore, during De Worms trade and colonial oversight of the British patent office (1885-1892), Tesla filed 56 patents.

Hindsight makes it quite evident now that we can see the forces behind the transition of the British Empire from control by the British East India Company to a new form of British corporatist imperial fascism, that they would apply Rhodes’ admonition to acquire resources at any cost, to stealing Tesla’s wireless telegraphy invention for use in their imperial communications scheme for use in the Admiralty and as a propaganda tool to control the masses and “create public opinion.”

It is our strong belief that these Robber barons created Guglielmo Giovanni Maria Marconi as their cardboard cut-out front man to create a British global monopoly named Marconi Wireless on emerging wireless telegraphy. In short, Marconi’s alleged parallel invention of wireless telegraphy is all fake.

Indeed, during deWorms oversight of trade and the colonies, the British post office began secretly creating deals with Marconi Wireless without the knowledge of Parliament. The insider trading got so bad that in 1913 it almost took down a future Prime Minister (David Lloyd George) and King’s Counsellor Rufus Daniel Isaacs. These men while knowing that Marconi’s monopoly (organized by De Worms and his Rhodes’ relative Charles F.G. Masterman—later chief of the British War Propaganda Bureau) was unassailable, had secretly bought shares for exemption to the 500 shareholder rule; opened the floodgates for Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley to make a private market in Facebook pre-IPO insider stock; facilitated the influx of billions of dollars from “dubious” sources associated with Russian oligarchs, Alisher Usmanov and Yuri Milner, and the Kremlin; Goldman Sachs is a partner with this Moscow company, Digital Sky Technologies, aka DST, aka Mail.ru.)

17. Jeff Markey (McBee Strategic LLC; allied with Facebook’s Cooley Godward Kronish LLP to arrange Obama’s green energy funding; arranged $1.6 billion for failed BrightSource and $955 million for failed Solyndra)

18. Steve McBee (McBee Strategic LLC; allied with Facebook’s Cooley Godward Kronish LLP to arrange Obama’s green energy funding; arranged $1.6 billion for failed BrightSource and $955 million for failed Solyndra)

19. Michael F. McGowan (Strutz Friedberg; Facebook foreign expert who lied about his knowledge of the contents of the 28 Zuckerberg hard drives and Harvard Email accounts)

20. Bryan J. Rose (Strutz Friedberg; Facebook foreign expert who lied about his knowledge of the contents of the 28 Zuckerberg hard drives and Harvard Email accounts)

21. Dr. Saul Greenberg (Facebook’s expert witness from the University of Calgary, disingenuously waved his hands and said he would be “wild guessing” about the purpose of a Java "sessionstate" import statement (even Java newbies know it is used for tracking a user while in a web session); in short, Dr. Greenberg lied to the jury, thus discrediting his testimony)

22. Toni Townes-Whitley (CGI Federal; Michelle Obama’s Princeton classmate; CGI “donated” $47 million to the Obama campaign; CGI won the no-bid contract to build the www.healthcare.gov Obamacare website; CGI shut off the security features on Obama’s reelection donation sites to increase donations)

23. CGI Federal (US division of a Canadian company; Donated $47 million to Obama’s reelection, then received the no-bid contract to build the ill-fated Obamacare website; Michelle Obama’s Princeton classmate, Toni Townes-Whitley, is a Senior Vice President of CGI; the website is replete with social features and links to Facebook)

24. Kathleen Schelius (Obama’s Secretary of Health & Human Services since 2009) responsible for $678 million Obamacare implementation; made the decision to hire CGI Federal on a no-bid contract to build the ill-fated Obamacare website; Michelle Obama’s Princeton classmate, Toni Townes-Whitley, is a Senior Vice President of CGI; the website is replete with social features and links to Facebook)

25. Todd Y. Park (White House Chief Technology Officer (CTO); former CTO for Health & Human Services; chief architect of HealthCare.gov; founder, director, CEO, Athenahealth, Inc; founder, director, CEO, Castlight Health, Inc.)

26. Frank M. Sands, Sr. / Frank M. Sands, Jr. (Founder and CEO, respectively, of Sands Capital Management LLC; failed to file the S.E.C. Form SC 13G acquisition reports for Athenahealth, Inc., Baidu, Inc. (ADR) and Facebook stock during 2012; masked the association of Todd Y. Park with Athenahealth, Inc. and Baidu, Inc., and the association of both of those companies with the Facebook IPO fraud)
themselves in Marconi America, just before Marconi Wireless Britain went public.

The unmistakable commonality here in Britain’s new corporatist-fascist imperial plan for the new British Empire was to have unanimity of vision and direction across banking (dominated by Rothschilds), pharma (dominated by Wellcome), government (controlled ultimately by the Pilgrims Society), Wireless Technology (controlled by the Marconi Wireless monopoly), propaganda (controlled by the Empire Press Union) and information (controlled by MI6, MI5, GC& CS, renamed GCHQ).

According to Rhodes’ instructions, these men were compelled to nudge America back into the Empire. They used these levers of power and control to achieve this goals, and they are still at it today. After forming their secret Pilgrims Society and took control of global newspapers, intelligence, wireless and cable, they set out to recapture America.

Andrew Carnegie even bankrolled American education, textbooks and libraries to change American opinion about Britain in order to condition the population for re-assimilation.

They use the Crown Agents to press this plan globally.

They promoted the Round Table and Milner’s Kindergarten.

They promoted Fabianism.

They promoted Zionism.

They promoted Bolshevism, Socialism and Communism.

They formed Reuters and Associated Press.


They funded American libraries and textbooks.

They promoted the League of Nations.

They promoted the U.S. Federal Reserve.

They promoted Fascism.

The promoted The Inquiry.

127 Robin “Handsome Reward” Yangong Li (CEO, Baidu, Inc. (ADR); appointed Jan. 2004, the same month that Mark Zuckerberg obtained Leader Technologies’ social networking source code to start Facebook; Robin Y. Li is very likely associated with John P. and James W. Breyer through their Chinese entities, including IDG Capital Partners, IDG-Accel and other variants; Li appointed a junior attorney from Fenwick & West LLP, Palo Alto/Mountain View, namely Parker Zhang, to be his “Head of Patents;” Fenwick & West LLP represented both Leader Technologies, Inc. and Accel Partners LLC in 2002-2003 and had Leader’s source code in their files.)

128 Parker Zhang (“Head of Patents” at Baidu, Inc. (ADR), appointed in approx. May 2002; formerly a junior Associate attorney at Fenwick & West LLP; graduate from Michigan Law in 2003)

129 Penny S. Pritzker (Secretary, Department of Commerce; replaced Rebecca M. Blank; holds over $24 million in Facebook “dark pools” stock, most notably in Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley and JPMorgan)

130 Rebecca M. Blank (Secretary, Department of Commerce; oversaw the dubious Leader v. Facebook activities of the Patent Office Director, David J. Kappos, who held over one million dollars in Facebook “dark pools” during the Leader v. Facebook proceedings; Kappos purchased this stock within weeks of his surprise recess appointment by President Obama; Kappos also was formerly employed by IBM, who sold Facebook 750 patents during the Leader v. Facebook proceedings; right before leaving the Patent Office, Kappos also ordered an unprecedented 3rd reexamination of Leader’s patent without even identifying claims)

131 Mary L. Schapiro (Chairman, Securities & Exchange Commission; holds 51 Facebook “dark pools” stocks which held stock in Facebook, Baidu and more than a dozen Facebook cronies companies; failed to regulate the “dark pools;” failed to disclose her substantial conflict of interest in regulating the run up to the Facebook IPO)

132 Robert C. Hancock (Chief Compliance Officer, Sands Capital Management, LLC; failed to file S.E.C. Form SC 12G notice of acquisition reports for Athenahealth, Baidu and Facebook during the period of the Facebook IPO in 2012; this conduct masked the conflicts of interest of Todd Y. Park, who was appointed by President Obama to be the U.S. Chief Technology Officer during this same period; Todd Y. Park is/has been founder, director and CEO of both Athenahealth and Castlight Health; Todd Y. Park deeply embedded the software from Athenahealth and Castlight Health into HealthCare.gov when he was CTO at Health & Human Services; none of these conflicts of interest were disclosed; Todd Y. Park’s ethics pledges and reports are missing from the Office of Government Ethics)

133 Jonathan Goodman (Chief Counsel, Sands Capital Management, LLC; failed to file S.E.C. Form SC 12G notice of acquisition reports for Athenahealth, Baidu and Facebook during the period of the Facebook IPO in 2012; this conduct masked the conflicts of interest of Todd Y. Park, who was appointed by President Obama to be the U.S. Chief Technology Officer during this same period; Todd Y. Park is/has been founder, director and CEO of both Athenahealth and Castlight Health; Todd Y. Park
They crashed the U.S. stock market in 1929 to consolidate their ability to control American banks.

They promoted the Council on Foreign Relations

They formed organizations like the Tri-Lateral Commission, the Atlantic Council, NATO, Bilderberg, Aspen Institute, Bohemian Grove to promote their reassimilation of American into their new world order Empire.

They promoted NATO.

They promoted the World Bank and IMF.

They stole the social networking inventions from Columbus-innovator Leader Technologies via the IBM Eclipse Foundation to unify and accelerate their activities world.

The Crown Agents successfully formed the Senior Executive Service (SES), the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC), USAID, The Aerospace Corporation to take over the Executive Branch with a permanent Pilgrims Society bureaucracy.

We return to the question of why the Pirbright Institute—the patent holder of CORONAVIRUS—is situated on the same Ministry of Defence property as the Cobbett Hill Earthstation with massive array of powerful, weapon-grade antennas and dishes. And, that is only what we can see from satellite images.

As with most secret government labs doing often questionable and illegal research, these facilities are probably massive underground.

On paper, QinetiQ sold Cobbett Hill in 2004, but this appears to have been a shell game to hide the fact that the government flipped the property in order to avoid scrutiny. Given the fact that former C.I.A. director George Tenet was a QinetiQ director on Oct. 24, 2006 (see also QinetiQ 2006 Annual Report) along with former...
Deputy Chief of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Edmund P. Giambastiani, Jr. (Oct. 08, 2008), who is believed to still be a director, continued use of Cobbett Hill for illegal intelligence activity is sure. Such facilities are difficult to build and are not easily replaced.

One thing is certain, QinetiQ’s current address in nearby Farnborough, near the airport, is not a good location for such satellites given all the interference from airport flight communications. In radio communications, once you get a “clean” spot free of extraneous electronic noise, you tend to keep it.

The Pirbright Institute records show that it is heavily financed by Wellcome Trust, Bill Gates, the European Commission, the World Health Organization and U.S. DARPA. In addition to Wellcome, the pharmaceutical AstraZenica provides vaccine research funding also.

**HOW DO WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY AND VACCINES GO TOGETHER?**

Researchers all know that stress increases disease.

Imagine a Coronavirus specially constructed to lie dormant in a person’s body until it is triggered by the right radio frequency.

Imagine nano tech devices that can hide inside a vaccine and be triggered by wireless transmissions passing through your body.

Imagine 5G technology that, on command from Cobbett Hill Earthstation, can trigger nano tech devices in all the bodies of the citizens in an entire city.

Is this farfetched? Not at all.
“Directed Energy Weapons” are being openly disclosed by the military. While their propagandists are quick to say the tech is non-lethal, but the assertions are not believable given their history of lying. Their own descriptions indicate the ability to stun, dazzle, blind, deafen, scream at “or even kill” at people while they think they are hearing the voice of God.

5G technology disperses these capabilities to be able to deliver signals to all people in a target area or group at the same time.

The Pirbright Institute appears to be using the Cobbett Hill satellite teleport facilities to communicate with their Pilgrim Society minions worldwide. Perhaps Nellie Ohr’s shortwave set was actually communicating with Qinetiq at Cobbett Hill and the Pirbright Institute.

ARE THE C.I.A., M.I.6 & DARPA BUILDING BIO-WEAPONS LIKE CORONAVIRUS VIA QINETIQ, SERCO AND THE PIRBRIGHT INSTITUTE?

One thing is certain:

American and British Pilgrims Society, newspapers, intelligence, tech and banks must confess that they are using Crown-controlled Qinetiq and SERCO to get over $18 billion in U.S. defense contracts to build bio-weapons at The Pirbright Institute, Wellcome Trust, AstraZeneca, Crown Agents and Senior Executive Service (SES) to kill us.

In conclusion, as we go to press with this post, the author of the Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of 1989 (BWATA), international law professor Francis A. Boyle indicates that the University of North Carolina was involved with the Coronavirus outbreak in China.

The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation heavily finances both The Pirbright Institute and the University of North Carolina.

CONCLUSION:

The evidence is overwhelming that the Pilgrims Society (which is often called the Deep State, Senior Executive
Service, Crown Agents, shadow government) is manipulating the public to achieve its new world order objectives.

The evidence is also overwhelming that the Pilgrims Society strategy, perhaps conceived long ago by Henry (Rothschild) de Worms, 1st Baron Pirbright, has been stealing and weaponizing patents since about the 1880’s.

The patents being stolen focus on vaccines, wireless technology, communications, computers, propaganda, mind control and educational delivery systems.

**DEFUND, DISGORGEE, REBUILD GUIDED BY THE GOLDEN RULE**

Now that the activities of the Pilgrims Society are becoming known, we citizens of the world must demand that their source of money be cut, force them to disgorge their ill-gotten gain to their victims (incl. pay the Miller Act Notice to Leader Technologies—see below), and (re)create governments that actually follow the Golden Rule— “Do unto others as you would have them do unto you” (Leviticus 19:18, Matthew 7:12, Luke 6:31).

***

Bookmark: #qinetiq-reports | https://tinyurl.com/wt9u7g3

Footnote 1

QinetiQ Holdings Limited, Co. No. 4586941 (UK)
(aka QinetiQ Group Plc and over 60 subsidiaries and affiliates, as of 2019 Annual Report)

A British Monarch-controlled Intelligence, Biowarfare and Propaganda Company that directs the C.I.A., FBI, Navy, DoC, DoJ, FCP, GSA, Army and Department of State from secret Ministry of Defence bunkers at Pirbright, co. Surrey, UK

Click a link to go to the relevant page on that year’s Annual Report

Remarkably, these QinetiQ Annual Reports document treasuous racketeering among the British Pilgrims Society, Crown, Privy Council and with the U.S. Pilgrims Society, Senior Executive Service (SES) and C.I.A.– all unelected bureaucrats who obsess over dominating their fellow man. For example, on Oct. 24, 2006, former C.I.A. director George Tenet became a Queen’s QinetiQ director. On Jan. 02, 2008, retired Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Admiral Edmund Peter Giambastiani Jr. also became a Queen’s QinetiQ director. Both men have steered over $8 billion in U.S. federal contracts in defense, technology, space and military contracts that were evidently arranged from them by Tenet and Giambatiani and not awarded to American companies instead. The QinetiQ directors pledge fealty to the British Monarch, not the American Republic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>QinetiQ Holdings Limited</th>
<th>Directors</th>
<th>Key Shares</th>
<th>Monarch’s Special Share</th>
<th>Subsids</th>
<th>Revenue</th>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>Annual Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>QinetiQ Holdings Limited</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>QinetiQ 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>QinetiQ Holdings Limited</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>QinetiQ 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>QinetiQ Holdings Limited</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>QinetiQ 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>QinetiQ Holdings Limited</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>QinetiQ 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>QinetiQ Group Plc</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>QinetiQ 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>QinetiQ Group Plc</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>QinetiQ 2008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
During George Tenet’s QinetiQ directorship, the company was awarded over $1 billion in U.S. government contracts, including one $100 million contract to track essentially all moving U.S. Army inventory worldwide—a British intelligence, propaganda and biowarfare operation!
ON FEB. 08, 2008, FORMER VICE CHAIRMAN OF THE U.S. JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF ADMIRAL EDMUND P. GIAMBASTIANI JR. JOINED THE QINETIQ BOARD—ALSO PLEDGED TO FOLLOW THE BRITISH MONARCH

Just months after former Joint Chiefs Admiral Giambastiani joined the Qinetiq board, the company continued to boast about their central role in tracking U.S. Army assets worldwide—a British intelligence, propaganda and biowarfare operation!

Bookmark: #qinetiq-tracks-us-army-assets-worldwide | https://tinyurl.com/v84tzw4

Fig. 26—Edmund P. Giambastiani, Jr. (Feb. 08, 2008). Appointment of director, QinetiQ Group Plc, Co. No. 4586941, Form 288a—Pledged to pursue the best interests of the United Kingdom and obey the Queen in the operations of QinetiQ. Companies House (UK). See also QinetiQ Group Plc, Co. No. 4586941. (Oct. 20, 2006). Articles of Association. Companies House (UK).

Fig. 27—QinetiQ Group Plc, Co. No. 4586941. (Aug. 07, 2008). Annual Report and Accounts, p. 16 (PDF p. 20), Keeping track of US Army equipment worldwide. Companies House (UK).

TRANSCRIPTION, p. 16: QinetiQ North America continued, $100m contract, QinetiQ has provided the US Army with sample data collection and analyses services since 1992. The current re-compete contract, worth $100m provides continued support to the US Army's Sample Data Collection programme. "From our base at Fort Hood in Texas, we coordinate the data collection activities of 28 locations worldwide, encompassing three continents and two war zones. Our main challenges are time and distance" Maurice Squires Weapons System Analyst.
**REMEMBER THE MILLER ACT NOTICE**

Leader Technologies, Inc. sent their FIRST AMENDED MILLER ACT NOTICE to President Trump today. It is a contract demand for the U.S. Treasury to pay them for the federal government’s 18-year theft of their social networking inventions. These inventions were stolen by Major General James E. Freeze (US Army, ret.) and Leader’s patent attorney James P. Chandler, III, on behalf of Andrew W. Marshall and the Department of Defense Office of Net Assessment, and that Pilgrims Society that steals and weaponizes inventions for continuous war making and enrichment of its fascist insider military-industrial corporations.

Patriots are encouraged to help get this First Amended Miller Act Notice to President Trump and past the Praetorian Guard. See American Intelligence Media republish of the Leader Miller Act Notice.

---

**Footnote 2**

Fig. 28—QinetiQ Group plc, Co. No. 4386941. (Aug. 07, 2008). Annual Report and Accounts, p. 17 (PDF p. 21), Keeping track of US Army equipment worldwide. Companies House (UK).

TRANSCRIPTION, p. 17: QinetiQ Group plc Annual Report and Accounts 2008. Business review - QinetiQ North American continued, Keeping track of US Army equipment. Under the contract, QNA continues to meet the challenge of collecting data on all US Army equipment - ground combat systems, tactical wheeled vehicles and aviation systems - from across the US and all areas overseas in which the US Army has a presence. QNA then provides the Army with timely and accurate logistics data for comprehensive studies and analyses.

---

**Notices:** This post may contain opinion. As with all opinion, it should not be relied upon without independent verification. Think for yourself. Photos used are for educational purposes only and were obtained from public sources. No claims whatsoever are made to any photo.

**COMMENT**

Click “N comments” on the line just below this instruction to comment on this post. Alternatively, send an email with your comment to afl@leader.com and we’ll post it for you. We welcome and encourage anonymous comments, especially from whistleblowers.
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Email comment by TG:

CAT REPORT
Queen Elizabeth and Her Royal Coronavirus Bioweapon Exposed
Coronavirus, QinetiQ, and the Rothschild Bombshell
Italy Blows Lid off of Vaccine Scam
White House Wins Don McGahn Appeal, Destroying Democrats’ Impeachment Argument
Betsy and Thomas: Dissidents attack America from inside
Trump Renominates John Ratcliffe for Director of National Intelligence
Kudlow: What Could Sink the Economy Is Socialism, Not Coronavirus
Trump Can End H-4 Visas, OPT Program to Shore Up Jobs for Americans

Full stories:
https://aim4truth.org/2020/02/29/cat-report-318/
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Spread the truth.
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CAT REPORT
Socialism is a proven destroyer of free markets
The stock market is responding accordingly - it’s falling
Dissidents jittery about prospect of Trump contesting general election results
Rand Paul: President Trump Does Not Support Clean FISA renewal - McConnell Meets With President Trump to Discuss
Senate Judiciary Calendar Empty as FISA Reauthorization Deadline Approaches
Federal Court Deals Major Blow To Sanctuary Cities
Betsy and Thomas: The dissidents must be removed
The American Intelligence Media has been banned on the new, censor-free the_Donald site
New social security rule limits access to non-English speakers
Creepy Facial Recognition Company Clearview Admits Entire Client List Stolen
8 Elected State Officials Announce Party Switch, Join GOP
Trump Considers Making Illegal Aliens Pay for Their Deportation Appeals
The welding together of human beings with machines

Full stories:
We the People Have Plenary Public Powers

Excerpt from American Popular Sovereignty @2019 by Randall E. White.

American citizens have always possessed plenary public powers, even in early colonial times. Plenary means full and complete. In this context, the term “public” means governmental. Public powers are the recognized legal authority held by a group within society that allows for the administration of public resources and implementation of policies for society.

The citizens’ inherent, full and complete public or governmental powers include:

1. The ability to act collectively as a sovereign body politic to create government and alter or abolish it
2. Full powers of protection and war
3. Full public policy, legislative, executive and judicial powers
4. Full economic powers, such as money creation and public banking

Full story:
https://patriots4truth.org/2020/02/25/we-the-people-have-plenary-public-powers/
When a momentous event occurs, people weigh in. One person says, 'X is the cause.' Another says, 'No, Y is the cause.' Is it possible that X and Y are both causing the event? Of course. But people have a tendency to aim for one and only one explanation. This is a psychological factor that has nothing to do with the truth. If a person is starving and also going without water, is there only one reason for his illness? Both causes together are creating a dire situation. In the current "epidemic," the combination of deadly air pollution in Chinese cities, and the rollout of 5G technology, could both be operating with horrific effect.

Here is a typical standard definition of 5G, from the industry: "5G is the 5th generation mobile network. It will take a much larger role than previous generations. 5G will elevate the mobile network to not only interconnect people, but also interconnect and control machines, objects, and devices. It will deliver new levels of performance and efficiency that will empower new user experiences and connect new industries." (Qualcom.com)

Full story: https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020/02/28/5g-and-the-china-epidemic/


China could soon win control of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), an influential United Nations specialized agency that oversees, registers and protects a bounty of patents and intellectual property.

In light of this possible development, senior members of the Trump administration have recently expressed concern over this latest challenge posed by Beijing at the world body.

Full story: https://www.foxnews.com/world/china-united-nations-intellectual-property
EXCLUSIVE: O'Keefe Gives Big Tech Notice
In this exclusive interview, James O'Keefe from Project Veritas let us know that 2020 is going to be Project Veritas' biggest year. With infiltrators still ...

Full story:
https://twitter.com/Millie__Weaver/status/1234252476087439363?s=09
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Stringent government control and oppressive social media platforms are forcing Australians to self-censor themselves, according to controversial media personality Katie Hopkins.

Ms Hopkins, who is known for her strident support of Donald Trump and Boris Johnson, says social media giants like Twitter and Facebook often punish those whose views fall out of the mainstream.

She told Sky News freedom of speech, which was once the bedrock of democracy, 'no longer exists' in many western nations.

"Frankly, no one would defend freedom of speech to their death because we (Australia and the UK) don't have it anymore," she said.

"Good Australians that I know and I love, they self-censor everywhere they go because they can no longer speak about how they think or how they feel."

"It's the mechanism of control."

Full story [VIDEO]:
https://youtu.be/6WyRdz1a64
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CAT REPORT
From Impeachment to Borders: The Republic Is Under Attack

U.S. military & intelligence is controlled by Britain

Coronavirus patentee The Pirbright Institute (UK) & warfare vendor QinetIQ share property

Top CIA and Joint Chief Leaders Pledged Obedience to the Queen via Qinetiq Group PLC (UK). Linked to Coronavirus False Flag.

Schumer Openly Threatens Supreme Court Justices Over Abortion

Scumbag SCOTUS Roberts Responds

Chelsea Clinton's VIMEO now removing AIM videos - too much truth!

Google Refuses To Run Trump, Sanders Ads

Queen Elizabeth and Her Royal Coronavirus Bioweapon Exposed

Full story:

https://aim4truth.org/2020/03/05/cat-report-323/

---

CAT REPORT

RN Discovers Vaccines are Injecting Cancer and Aborted Fetal Cells

How to Fake a Pandemic for a World Wide Police State

Democrats Decide to Lose with Biden, Keep Establishment in Power

“Project Kennedy”: JPMorgan Tells Thousands Of Workers To Work From Home

WHO Urges People To Go ‘Cashless’ Because ‘Dirty Banknotes Can Spread The Virus’

Unbelievable: After serial abuses of the FISA court in “Spygate,” Congress set to renew authorization with NO major reforms

Chief Justice John Roberts heading down collision course with himself

Jarrett Calls on Dem Presidential Candidates to ‘Break with Conventional Wisdom and Announce a Running Mate That’s a Woman of Color’

Obama Foot Soldiers are Hiding in Senior Executive Services

Constitutionality of Consumer Bureau Challenged Before Supreme Court

Full story:

https://aim4truth.org/2020/03/04/cat-report-322/
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Dr. Francis Boyle. (Mar. 05, 2020). Full Interview: Coronavirus Is An Offensive Bioweapon. 
Newswars.

Dr. Francis Boyle joins The Alex Jones Show expose the coronavirus as an offensive bioweapon, the epidemic America faces and what you can do to fight against it.

Full story [VIDEO]:
https://tinyurl.com/sfoh8fj
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Betsy and Thomas Catch a Few Swamp Gators

Betsy and Thomas discuss the stock market and coronavirus and why the globalists are being defeated on the world stage. Below are some articles that give you background info of topics we covered very quickly.

Also - for you astrology buffs, Thomas explains what is happening with Pluto and Mars in late March that will stir up the swamp through November!

Audio Player
00:00
00:00
Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.

Also:
Dr. Anthony S. Fauci running damage control for Pirbright Institute

Full story:
https://wordpress.com/post/truthbits.blog/4278
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Also - for you astrology buffs, Thomas explains what is happening with Pluto and Mars in late March that will stir up the swamp through November!
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K. Craine  March 8, 2020 at 5:49 AM
DEAR READERS:

CENSORSHIP ALERT re. VIMEO

Here are backup links to all AIM (American Intelligence Media) interviews.
Barry Diller, Pilgrims Society corruptocrat kingpin, chairman, CEO IAC/Interactivecorp (controller of Vimeo stock where Chelsea Clinton, among others, is a director)

As of March 6, 2020 (Friday), all of AIM interview videos were deleted from the AIM video site... for which they have paid a monthly subscription fee. As you will recall, they started posting videos on Vimeo in about November 2019 to replace their y3w tyoob site.

Our research into Vimeo shows that it is owned by the usual Pilgrims Society subjects under the corporated holding banner of IAC/Interactivecorp.

Financial insiders at IAC/Interactive include:

- Barry Diller, CEO, Chairman
- Michael Eisner, director (former Disney)
- Sonali Re Rycker, director (shill for James W. Breyer, Facebook)
- Edgar M. Bronfman, Jr, director, sister Clare involved in Nxivm (pronounced nexium) sex cult

- See the Dec. 13, 2016 verified SEC list of IAC/Interactivecorp media holdings. It includes many leading dating sites in North America and Europe including:

  Ask Jeeves search
  Dating sites all over the planet (e.g., Match.com everywhere, Five Star Matchmaking (China), FriendScout (Germany), SpeedDate, Mash Dating)
  Home Advisor
  IAC Search
  Newsweek
  ABC
  Tutor.com
  The Daily Beast
  NBC Universal
  Vivendi
  Vimeo
  ... and 177 other companies

  See the full research workup on IAC/Interactive:

  AFI. (Dec. 06, 2017). ABC actions were deliberate, devastating and Clintons complicit, again. Americans for Innovation.
  https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/12/abc-actions-were-deliberate-devastating.html
NOTICE TO COMMENTERS: When the MSM diatribe on 'fake news' began, our regular commenters were blocked from posting comments here. Therefore, email your comments to a new secure email address afi@leader.com and we will post them.